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Introduction

On the day when the work of this whole world of laborers is understood
and appreciated by people who are free from prejudices, who will have
eyes to see, we will truly witness an extraordinary revolution…I repeat,
there is no hierarchy of art.
Fernand Léger, The Machine Aesthetic: The Manufactured Object, the
Artisan, and the Artist, 1924

Starting in the late nineteenth century, advertising–in its broadest sense, a means to
publicize products, ideas, and services–began permeating different avenues of modern life. With
the introduction of mass-produced goods, advertising became a powerful tool for businesses to
communicate with consumers. Among the first to document the manifestation of visual arts in
Paris’s commercial spaces was Walter Benjamin. In 1927, Benjamin began The Arcades Project,
a collection of his personal notes and archival research on the city’s shopping centers. The
passages couverts were iron constructions filled with light, covered from the elements, and lined
with elegant shops, restaurants, cafes, and other small businesses. Each arcade was “a city, a
world in miniature.”1 Benjamin found the passageways to be an “ideal metaphor…to examine
the era’s capitalist metropolis.”2 He understood them as important precedents to twentiethcentury department stores and malls, areas where capitalism offered shoppers freedom but also

1

Walter Benjamin, and Rolf. Tiedemann. The Arcades Project. Cambridge, Mass: Belknap Press, 1999, 31.

2

Jens Hoffmann, Caroline A. Jones, Kenneth Goldsmith, and Vito Manolo Roma. The Arcades:
Contemporary Art and Walter Benjamin. New York: The Jewish Museum, 2017, 16.

1

“oppression through consumerism.”3 According to Benjamin, the arcades were also critical to the
experience of the flaneur, or “casual urban stroller who turned window shopping and observing
into an art form.”4
By the early twentieth century, advertising had become an established profession in
Europe and the United States with increased financial investment.5 In the area of window
displays, L. Frank Baum, a fantasy author and film producer, was also a pioneer in elevating the
status of professional window designers. Baum founded the National Association of Window
Trimmers of America and published The Art of Decorating Dry Goods, Windows, and Interiors
(1900), a handbook dedicated to teaching the strategies of visual merchandising to aspiring
window dressers.6 In the 1910s and 20s the most circulated journal on the topic in the U.S. was
Merchant’s Record and Show Window. One issue summarizes the value proposition of a wellmanaged window display program:
Frequently do merchants estimate window sales, or sales
influenced by displays in show windows, at better than 60%,
and many merchants have no hesitancy in crediting 75 and
80 percent of total business to the influence of good
displays.7
3

Ibid., 20.

4

Ibid.

5

Around the same time, behavioral studies were incorporated into advertising strategies. Publications such as
Walter Dill Scott's The Theory and Practice of Advertising (1903) and The Psychology of Advertising (1908),
as well as William James's Principles of Psychology (1890) were referenced by businesses looking to learn
more about advertising as a science. Kirk Varnedoe and Adam Gopnik. High & Low : Modern Art, Popular
Culture, New York: Museum of Modern Art, 1990, 244.
6

The book notably coincided with the release of The Wonderful Wizard of Oz that same year. Culver, Stuart.
"What Manikins Want: The Wonderful Wizard of Oz and The Art of Decorating Dry Goods Windows."
Representations, no. 21 (1988): 97. Accessed March 2, 2021. doi:10.2307/2928378.
“The Greatest Selling Factor,” Merchant’s Record and Show Window, v. 47, July 1920. Merchants Record
Company, 1900. https://library.si.edu/digital-library/book/merchantsrecord471920chic, 19.
7
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With sections on “Ornament and Decoration” and “Color Value,” the periodical emphasized the
importance of creativity and originality in displays and promoted the notion that organizations
should have entire departments dedicated to developing their window presentations.8
In the first half of the twentieth century, artists also played a key role in creating visually
compelling designs for store windows. This was particularly evident in New York City, where
window displays became a recognizable element of the luxury store experience. For example, in
1939, Salvador Dalí created a surrealist display for Bonwit Teller featuring a mannequin
stepping into a fur-lined bathtub.9 A few years later, in 1944, André Breton and Marcel Duchamp
collaborated on a display for Gotham Book Mart to promote the publication of Breton’s, Arcane
17.10 The display featured a headless mannequin, a wine bottle at its feet, and a wall full of
books.
These types of connections between modern art and modern living were central to the
Museum of Modern Art’s 1949 exhibition Modern Art in Your Life. As one of two exhibitions
celebrating the 20th anniversary of the museum, this presentation demonstrated “how modern art
is a source and catalyst for much of our daily environment, from 5th Avenue windows to
newspaper advertisements…”11 The show’s catalogue claimed that, while many people admired

8

“Displaying Nationally Advertised Products,” Merchants Record and Show Window, 30.

Famously Dalí’s was dissatisfied with changes made by Bonwit Teller to his display, see Michael Pollack,
“Dalí on the Warpath.” The New York Times, November 5, 2006.
https://www.nytimes.com/2006/11/05/nyregion/thecity/05fyi.html, Accessed February 22, 2021.
9

Erik La Prade. “The Last Days of Gotham Book Mart.” Sensitive Skin, June 9, 2016.
https://sensitiveskinmagazine.com/the-last-days-of-gotham-book-mart-erik-la-prade/, Accessed March 5, 2021.
10

Museum of Modern Art. 1949. “Museum To Celebrate its 20th Anniversary with Large Exhibition,
“Modern Art in Your Life,” Opening in October,” August 18, 1949.
https://assets.moma.org/documents/moma_pressrelease_325689.pdf?_ga=2.171490464.12759885.1616874735-652056969.1605393956
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the typography of advertisements or the “magic mood” of window displays in their urban
environment, they did not always give “tribute to the vision and achievement of the artist.”12
While Breton and Duchamp were not included in the exhibition, Dalí’s contribution to
advertising was highlighted in the section on Surrealism. According to the curators, René
d’Harnoncourt and Robert Goldwater, the “sudden shock of surrealism’s dream world is
wonderfully suited to the show window, the stage set, and the more ephemeral sort of
advertisement.”13 Dalí’s paintings The Font (1930) and The Persistence of Memory (1931) were
accompanied by a photograph of a Lord & Taylor window display from 1945, exemplifying how
window designers incorporated Dalí’s style to create alluring displays to catch the shopper’s
attention. The exhibition explored four other major styles of modern art and their influence on
applied art but treated modern art as the antecedent in every example: abstract art affected the
design of popular magazines while architects and book designers looked to Mondrian’s
mathematical order for inspiration. The conversation was not treated as a two-way dialogue but
instead prioritized the influence of modern art.
Decades later, MoMA revisited the symbiotic relationship between so-called high works
of art and low products of mass culture in the 1990 exhibition High and Low: Modern Art and
Popular Culture. Curated by Kirk Varnedoe in collaboration with Adam Gopnik, the exhibition
and corresponding catalogue argued that throughout modernity an interchange between the two
fields existed but had not been studied in depth. In an interview with the Museum of
Contemporary Art in Los Angeles (MOCA), Varnedoe described the relationship between

Robert Goldwater, and René d’Harnoncourt. “Modern Art in Your Life.” The Bulletin of the Museum of
Modern Art, 17, no. 1, (1949), 5.
12

13

Ibid., 6.
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modern art and four major themes, graffiti, comics, caricature, and advertising, as a “continual
inversion of hierarchies.”14 Within each major category elements of popular culture filtered into
the work of modern painters and sculptors, and the relationships between the high and
low/popular realms were frequently evolving.15 For example, “billboards affect avant-garde
painters whose work later affects billboard designers…or techniques of sales display get picked
up in structures of art that in turn change the look of commerce.”16

The focus of this thesis is the commercial display work of Matson Jones. Formed by
Jasper Johns and Robert Rauschenberg in 1955, the name Matson Jones is a combination of
Rauschenberg’s mother’s maiden name, Matson, and Jones—a near homonym of Johns.17 The
two artists worked under this pseudonym for New York departments stores, including Bonwit
Teller and Tiffany & Co. Matson Jones provided critical financial support to the artists during
the early period of their careers. Through a constant artistic dialogue, Matson Jones also became
an opportunity for Johns and Rauschenberg to incorporate their individual ideas and practices
into shared window designs.
While numerous exhibitions, anthologies, and scholarly articles have examined Johns’s
and Rauschenberg’s independent legacies, Matson Jones is only occasionally mentioned. One
Susan Muchnic. “Art: Highs and Lows of Kirk Varnedoe: The most powerful curator in the country did his
homework for his first MOMA exhibit, but he wasn’t prepared for the reception it got.” The Los Angeles
Times, June 23, 1991 https://www.latimes.com/archives/la-xpm-1991-06-23-ca-2151-story.html, Accessed
March 5, 2021.
14

The authors acknowledged that the “traditionally” used term “low” was not how they were classifying the
four featured styles of urban culture and they preferred using the expression “popular.” Kirk Varnedoe, and
Adam Gopnik. High & Low: Modern Art, Popular Culture, New York: Museum of Modern Art, 1990, 16.
15

16

Ibid., 21.

M.H. Miller. “Jasper Johns, American Legend.” The New York Times, February 18, 2019.
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/02/18/t-magazine/jasper-johns.html
17
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exception is Richard Meyer’s 2018 essay, “Rauschenberg, with Affection,” published as part of
the San Francisco Museum of Modern Art’s Rauschenberg Research Project. By exploring Johns
and Rauschenberg’s simultaneously creative and affectionate relationship, Meyer juxtaposes
their work with Andy Warhol’s commercial displays of the 1950s and 60s. The essay centers on
the stereotypical perceptions of window display work according to art critics such as Hilton
Kramer who disparaged the artists as lacking ambition for participating in this type of decorative
and “effete taste-making” work.18 While my paper is not directly focused on the romantic
relationship between the two artists, my effort to understand their unification as Matson Jones
serves as a complimentary text to the work in queer studies.19
Chapter one charts a timeline of the formation of Matson Jones, a history that has not
been previously summarized. By following the lives of Rauschenberg, Johns, and their close
circle of friends in the 1950s, I record the pivotal moments that contributed to the creation of this
company. Key contributions stem from the first-hand accounts of Emile De Antonio, Rachel
Rosenthal, Susan Weil, Gene Moore, and Andy Warhol–all of whom were in close contact with
Johns and Rauschenberg during this time.
In the second chapter, I will delve into the works produced by Matson Jones. Where
appropriate, Matson Jones will be addressed as he/they to mark a clear distinction between their
work and Johns’s and Rauschenberg’s individual oeuvres. First, I explore the connection
between Johns’s Target with Plaster Casts (1955) and Target with Four Faces (1955) and a set
of plaster cave-like niches that Matson Jones created in 1956. Next, I study a set of Matson Jones

Richard Meyer, “Rauschenberg, with Affection,” February 2018. San Francisco Museum of Modern Art,
https://www.sfmoma.org/essay/rauschenberg-affection/
18

See also, Tom Folland’s essay “Robert Rauschenberg's Queer Modernism: The Early Combines and Decoration,”
Jonathan Katz’s “Art of Code: Jasper Johns and Robert Rauschenberg,” and Jonathan Weinberg’s “It’s in the Can:
Jasper Johns and the Anal Society.”
19
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sculptural displays based on seventeenth century still lifes–also made with plaster. One display
features hanging objects and I connect this work to Rauschenberg’s early practice with
suspension found in his Feticci personali (personal fetishes) (1952) and the “Combine” Canyon
(1959). Finally, I examine a set of four large blueprints made through the cyanotype process,
which Rauschenberg learned from Susan Weil. The set of cyanotypes share techniques used in
Weil and Rauschenberg’s Female Figure (1950) and Johns’s two works Study for “Skin” I
(1962) and Alphabets (1962)
In chapter three, I revisit Varnedoe and Gopnik’s argument in High & Low. In their
examination of a “continual inversion” between the “high and low” categories, the authors
highlighted individual works by Robert Rauschenberg and Jasper Johns but omitted Matson
Jones. I find that through a constant dialogue between their works, Johns, Rauschenberg, and
Matson Jones, embody a symbiosis between the two realms that Varnedoe and Gopnik set out to
examine but fell short in completing.
I argue that Matson Jones can also be seen as an extension of Joachim Pissarro’s notion
of intersubjectivity, presented in Cézanne/Pissarro, Johns/Rauschenberg: Comparative Studies
on Intersubjectivity in Modern Art. Johns and Rauschenberg, through their dialogical
interactions, provided one another creative influence and critical analysis of each other’s work
throughout the 1950s. As Pissarro discussed, these rich exchanges between artists had
historically been overlooked because they did not fit neatly into the historicist thread of
modernism, which prioritized individual authorship. Through Matson Jones, the two artists
presented their window designs publicly as a singular identity, but in reality, Johns and
Rauschenberg continued to share ideas and work together behind the scenes. A product of two
artists working under one name, Matson Jones exemplifies a type of osmosis between Johns and

7

Rauschenberg. Matson Jones is also an example of the way artmaking can be open to more than
one individual subjectivity.
I conclude by stating that Matson Jones defies preconceived hierarchies of advertising
and modern art by highlighting the connection between their cyanotype works and
Rauschenberg’s White Painting (1951). Light was an essential element in the creation of
imprints, shadows, and outlines of objects and/or human figures in both works. In the case of the
White Painting, light continues to be of upmost importance. The notion of receptivity in the
cyanotypes and the White Painting stems from lessons Rauschenberg learned from Josef Albers
and Hazel Larsen Archer at Black Mountain College. At their core, these two bodies of work are
alike in their use of light as a conduit for mark-making, both permanent and temporary. It is thus
no longer appropriate to consider the Matson Jones works as belonging to a low or popular
realm. They are deserving of further scholarship and representation in gallery and museum
exhibitions. We can no longer detach them from the challenges and contradictions present in the
great oeuvres of Johns and Rauschenberg.

8

Chapter 1

Mapping Matson Jones: A Timeline

In 1954, Robert Rauschenberg met Jasper Johns on a Manhattan street corner near
Marboro Books on West 57th Street through Suzi Gablik, an artist and peer of Rauschenberg at
Black Mountain College. The initial chance encounter was nothing out of the ordinary and yet,
the connection that would develop between the two artists has become one of the most fruitful in
the history of American art.
Rauschenberg, then 29, had garnered creative lessons from various art schools: at the age
of 18, he had left his Port Arthur home and started a peripatetic life, moving to San Diego as a
member of the US Navy, and later to Los Angeles, Kansas City, Paris, North Carolina, and Cuba,
among other places before settling in New York City. A student of the Académie Julian, Art
Students League, and Black Mountain College, Rauschenberg also learned from his friends,
often collaborating with them.20 Artist Susan Weil, his wife between 1950 and 1952, was an
early influencer and collaborator. Despite the short-lived marriage, the two artists retained a
close friendship in the years that followed.
Before meeting Johns, Rauschenberg had shown his work in several New York galleries,
including Betty Parsons and the Ninth Street Gallery. In 1951, during his show at Betty Parsons
Gallery, Rauschenberg met Leo Castelli and John Cage, who had previously taught at Black
Mountain. As the two artists returned to the College that fall, they developed a close friendship.
Under Josef Albers and Hazel Larsen Archer’s tutelage at Black Mountain in the late
1940s, Rauschenberg was challenged in his artistic ambitions grew. Albers encouraged an

20

The 2017 retrospective Robert Rauschenberg: Among Friends, organized by The Museum of Modern Art,
New York, and Tate Modern, London, focused on Rauschenberg’s proclivity for collaborating with artists,
dancers, musicians, and writers throughout his career.

9

experimental approach to learning, one that focused on “invention – and also reinvention…the
essence of creativity.”21 He said, “Once experienced, invention becomes a lasting spiritual
possession, and gaining this experience for oneself is the training one needs to create form, to
work at the language, the expression of the time.”22 During these years Rauschenberg developed
his passion for photography. As he later remarked, “I think of the camera as my permission to
walk into every shadow or watch while any light changes.”23 The concept of shadows continued
to play an important role in Rauschenberg’s work. As evidenced in his cyanotype works with
Weil, and later with Johns as Matson Jones, objects of varying transparencies and the human
form were used to create silhouetted shapes on paper.
Johns grew up wanting to be an artist but famously recalls he “didn’t know how to do
it.”24 Born in Augusta, Georgia, he moved to Allendale, South Carolina at a young age to live
with his grandfather, following his parents’ divorce. Johns recalls that some of the only artworks
he saw while growing up were his grandmother’s paintings of “swan on a creek, or crane
standing in water, or cow in meadow.”25 After some time, Johns returned to live with his mother

Josef Albers. “Werklicher Formunterricht,” 1928, Bauhaus: Zeitschrift für Gestaltung, vol. 2, no. 2/3: 3–7.
Translated as “Teaching Form Through Practice” by Frederick Amrine, Frederick Horowitz, and Nathan
Horowitz, The Josef & Anni Albers Foundation, http://albersfoundation.org/teaching/josef-albers/texts/,
Accessed March 14, 2021, n.p.
21

22

Ibid., n.p.

23

Robert Rauschenberg, Photographs. New York: Random House, 1981, 2.

Deborah Solomon, “The Unflagging Artistry of Jasper Johns.” The New York Times. New York, N.Y: New
York Times Company, 1988, Late Edition (East Coast) edition.
https://www.nytimes.com/1988/06/19/magazine/the-unflagging-artistry-of-jasper-johns.html
24

Jo Ann Lewis, “Jasper Johns, Personally Speaking: The Artist at 60: Turning Inward in His Work, Breaking
the Silence on His Life.” The Washington Post, May 16, 1990.
http://proxy.wexler.hunter.cuny.edu/login?url=https://www-proquestcom.proxy.wexler.hunter.cuny.edu/historical-newspapers/jasper-johns-personallyspeaking/docview/140234830/se-2?accountid=27495.
25
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and stepfather in Columbia, South Carolina but only stayed there for one year. He then moved to
a small unincorporated town known as The Corner to live with an aunt and uncle. After attending
the University of South Carolina for only three semesters, Johns worked a few odd jobs before
being drafted into the Army during the Korean War. In 1952, Johns relocated to New York
permanently “with an intensified commitment to becoming an artist.”26 A few years later,
Rauschenberg introduced him to other artists and showed him what it was like to devote oneself
to painting. Rauschenberg exemplified to Johns, five years younger, an artist who had wholly
dedicated his life to art.27
By spring 1955, Johns had left his job at Marboro Books. In the time between
Rauschenberg and Weil’s divorce in 1952 and 1954, when he met Johns, Rauschenberg
performed window display work alone.28 There is no record of him taking a pseudonym during
this period. Matson Jones was established as a shared name with Johns in 1955, when
Rauschenberg invited Johns to join him to work for Gene Moore, the display director at Bonwit
Teller and Tiffany & Co. in New York City. As a team, the two artists created commercial works
for luxury stores, including Bonwit Teller and Tiffany & Co. The name Matson Jones was “like
the name of one man but stood for a collaborative endeavor whose output was both explicitly

Museum of Modern Art, “Jasper Johns,” May 1986.
https://www.moma.org/momaorg/shared/pdfs/docs/press_archives/6304/releases/MOMA_1986_0038_34.pdf,
n.p.
26

27

Calvin Tomkins. Off the Wall: The Art World of Our Time. 1st ed. Garden City, New York: Doubleday,
1980, 101.
28

Joan Young, Susan Davidson, Kara Vander Weg, Robert Rauschenberg Foundation Staff, and Amanda
Sroka. "Chronology." Robert Rauschenberg Foundation. Accessed September 01, 2019.
https://www.rauschenbergfoundation.org/artist/chronology.
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public and obscurely pseudonymous,” as Richard Meyer has noted.29 Matson Jones was not a
fully secretive venture, but a way for Johns and Rauschenberg to create separation between their
studio practices, which were personal, and their commercial work. According to Meyer,
“numerous friends and associates of Rauschenberg and Johns were aware of their pseudonymous
work as Matson Jones. The secret of their commercial careers was a partial one at best.”30
Art historian Calvin Tomkins documented that, when Rauschenberg was working
independently, Moore would pay him “five hundred dollars per job,” which would typically last
Rauschenberg about a month.31 Meyer writes that later, as Matson Jones, Johns and
Rauschenberg were collectively paid “$500 per project,” ostensibly splitting the funds.32 As with
many artists at the time, Moore remarked that the cycle of work involved “paint[ing] until the
money ran out,” and when it did, he was happy to continue hiring Matson Jones.33 Moore’s
archival photographs held at the Smithsonian document the Tiffany’s window displays from
1955 to 1995, and the final project by Johns and Rauschenberg is listed in 1958.34

29

Andy Warhol, and Nicholas Chambers. Adman: Warhol before Pop. Sydney, Australia: Art Gallery NSW,
2017, 44.
Richard Meyer, “Rauschenberg, with Affection,” February 2018. San Francisco Museum of Modern Art,
https://www.sfmoma.org/essay/rauschenberg-affection/
30

31

Calvin Tomkins. Off the Wall, 101.

32

Richard Meyer, “Rauschenberg, with Affection,” n.p.
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As previously noted, Rauschenberg’s commercial work dates back several years before
meeting Johns, beginning in 1951 when he created displays with Susan Weil. Rauschenberg and
Weil first met in 1948, while both were enrolled at the Académie Julian. They explored Parisian
museums together while skipping class and shared an enthusiasm for their art.35 After
acknowledging that the Académie was not the right place to develop her practice, Weil informed
Rauschenberg that she planned to attend Black Mountain College once returning to the U.S. This
was the first major impact Weil had on Rauschenberg, as he learned about the college and
decided to enroll as well.
Rauschenberg spent the following summer with Weil’s family on Outer Island,
Connecticut, where Weil introduced Rauschenberg to cyanotype printing. The technique, in
which blueprint paper is processed with ultraviolet light to make an impression in negative of an
original, had been practiced in Weil’s family since she was young. Together, Weil recalls, they
created cyanotypes on a large scale, buying rolls of blueprint paper and exposing them outdoors.
In the fever of their shared fresh creative enthusiasm, Weil and Rauschenberg got married on
Outer Island and then moved to New York City. They continued to experiment with the
cyanotype process in their Upper West Side apartment that doubled as their studio. It is
important to note that Rauschenberg and Weil shared their cyanotypes with both Edward
Steichen, Director of the Department of Photography at the Museum of Modern Art and Gene
Moore, display director at Bonwit Teller. Moore would become display director at Tiffany & Co.
in 1955, at which time Weil and Rauschenberg were no longer collaborating on window
displays, so their commercial works were likely only displayed at Bonwit Teller.
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At the time, the blueprint technique was both their fine art practice and a means to create
window displays. It is unknown which of their blueprints were selected by Moore for Bonwit
Teller, but Weil recalls that they worked on many displays. In 1951, their cyanotype Female
Figure (figure 1) was included in MoMA’s Abstraction in Photography exhibition. The next
year, Steichen purchased two of Rauschenberg’s photographs made at Black Mountain, Untitled
(Interior of an Old Carriage) (1949) (figure 2) and Untitled (Cy on Bench) (1951) (figure 3),
becoming his first independent works to be acquired for MoMA’s collection. Later,
Rauschenberg confirmed that Steichen “immediately recognized the Black Mountain school
style” in the photographs.36
In spring 1951, Weil and Rauschenberg were invited to be the subject of a LIFE
magazine photo essay titled, “Speaking of Pictures: Blueprint Paper, Sun Lamp, a Nude Produce
Some Vaporous Fantasies.” The piece described the artists’ process for creating the cyanotypes
and was notably included in the magazine’s section on photographic technology and not under
the section titled “Art,” where artists like Jackson Pollock, had been featured previously.37 As art
historian Michael Lobel notes, the LIFE photographs, taken by Wallace Kirkland, did not
accurately portray Weil’s role in making the blueprints:
…most of Kirkland’s photographs present Rauschenberg as
the primary creator…When Weil appears, she is literally
marginalized: She plays the role of assistant, ready with a
bucket as Rauschenberg does the work of developing a
blueprint on the bathroom wall; or she appears from off
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frame, a disembodied hand holding a lamp or a pair of feet
clad in loafers.38
Despite the visual marginalization of her role in these works, Weil recognized that a
feature in the nationally distributed LIFE magazine, on the heels of MoMA’s photography
exhibition, was a significant moment in their young careers. Ironically, she recalls that they were
“living very simply” at the time.39 They did not have money for food after Kirkland left their
apartment, so they ate cereal for dinner and soon returned to Moore’s office for additional
window display jobs. The Matson Jones cyanotypes created a few years later derived from this
initial collaboration.
While living in New York, Johns became close friends with sculptor and performance
artist Rachel Rosenthal. In 1955 they searched for a loft space downtown. During the spring,
they moved into a brick building on Pearl Street; Rosenthal took the top floor loft and Johns
lived on the floor just below. Rauschenberg’s studio on Fulton Street was not far from Rosenthal
and Johns, hence the three artists saw each other frequently. Rosenthal recalled that the time the
artists spent together was alternatively stimulating and fraught with tension:
We had this weird relationship. I was crazy about Jap, and
so was Bob, but Bob and I used to gang up on him and
tease him. Jasper had such a quality of jeune fille in those
days, he was so shy, and his looks were so amazing…Bob
was emotional where Jap was cool. There was a lot of
murkiness, and games being played, and crossed signals.
Actually I guess it was sort of god-awful. 40
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When Rosenthal moved to Pasadena that summer, Rauschenberg moved into her loft above
Johns’s. In a fall 1955 letter to Rosenthal, Rauschenberg described the creation of Matson Jones
by writing, “our ideas are beginning to meet the insipid needs of the business…our shame has
forced us to assume the name of Matson Jones-Custom Display.”41 Johns was initially hesitant to
partner with Rauschenberg on commercial displays. Rosenthal explained the situation by saying,
“At first Jap was very apprehensive. But the two of them started to go around to stores. Bob did
the talking, and he could always talk anybody into anything, so they got plenty of jobs.”42
From then on, Johns and Rauschenberg spent time together every day. Their close
proximity fueled their romance. Although they were known as a couple of close friends, their
romantic liaison, which lasted until 1961, began to draw attention from scholars only decades
later. Jonathan Katz describes their connection as “probably the most serious and intense
relationship of their lives, a relationship which was to have a profound effect on the work of each
of them at a critical moment in their development.”43 The bond between Johns and
Rauschenberg allowed them to inspire one another and critique each other’s work constantly.
Despite this intense relationship, this time was also difficult for the two artists and the
stereotypes surrounding window display work help illustrate their motivation behind adopting
the Matson Jones pseudonym. Meyer notes that this period was “marked by distance and
concealment rather than affirmation or disclosure.”44 Johns and Rauschenberg could share their
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ambitions with each other but felt pressured to suppress their homosexuality publicly. Speaking
of gay art and artists “was all but impossible in the 1950s.”45 As Meyer explains, Hilton Kramer
was the art critic who amplified the stereotype that window display artists were effeminate. In
addition to this, Kramer published a harsh review of Rauschenberg’s work in a 1959 issue of
Arts Magazine in which he noted that the artist’s “range of…sensibility is very small.”46 About
both Johns and Rauschenberg, the critic said, “they see only the gutter and are exhilarated to
think art can be proliferated out of a milieu in which they feel so comfortably at home.”47 By
revisiting the patronizing language used by art critics like Kramer, Meyer concludes that Johns’s
and Rauschenberg’s early works were not only initially belittled, but their Matson Jones window
displays were perceived as belonging to a “place of utter degradation and deviant self-regard.”48
The stark boundaries between art and advertising promoted by formalist critics partially
reveal why the Matson Jones works were ignored and devalued for several decades.
Additionally, for many years Johns and Rauschenberg were ambivalent towards Matson Jones.
They viewed their commercial work as financial support, and most of their pieces were “likely
discarded when the windows were deinstalled” by the department stores.49
In order to form a better understanding of Matson Jones as a business, we must also
explore the role of filmmaker Emile De Antonio. In the 1950s, De Antonio emerged on the New
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York art scene after serving in the Army Corps, studying philosophy and literature at Columbia
University, and working several odd jobs that included freelance editor and economist for the
Bureau of Labor Statistics.50 De Antonio was still finding his own calling when he befriended his
Rockland County neighbor, John Cage. Always an entrepreneur at heart, De Antonio offered to
organize a concert for Cage in October 1955. As preparations were being made for the event, De
Antonio noticed Johns and Rauschenberg working on the stage set for the concert. From this
initial encounter, De Antonio was impressed by the artists, and they, in turn, were drawn to his
“resourceful energy.”51
Shortly after this initial meeting, De Antonio, or De as his close friends called him, began
to work as Johns and Rauschenberg’s agent for their Matson Jones endeavors. Johns’s and
Rauschenberg’s obvious artistic talents enabled them to find commercial work without much
obstacle.52 With De’s help, however, they were able to branch out and find work outside of
department stores. In 1957, the medical journal What’s New hired them to create their Christmas
cover. (figure 4) For this project, the artists lit seven hundred candles at once and photographer
Bob Cato took the image that was selected for the cover.53 The journal was based in Chicago and
the exact details surrounding how Matson Jones was hired for the job remain somewhat unclear.
According to De, Matson Jones also made commercial works for Reynolds Metals aluminum
company.
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While Johns and Rauschenberg continued to produce window displays for Moore, De
also helped them cash in their checks and assisted with the administrative side of their business.54
It is possible that De encouraged Johns and Rauschenberg to consider Matson Jones as their
commercial brand name because in 1958, all three of them established another business called
Impresarios, Inc. The entrepreneurial goals of Impresarios, Inc. differed from Matson Jones in
that they focused on producing performance art pieces rather than window displays. The most
famous production by Impresarios, Inc. was the 25-Year Retrospective Concert of the Music of
John Cage held at Town Hall in New York City on May 15, 1958.55 Johns, Rauschenberg, and
De helped raise funds for the Concert, establishing a dichotomy between their perceptions of
marketing for fine art and advertising consumer goods. It becomes clear that certain forms of
commercial production were seen as legitimate while others, specifically those related to window
displays, were not openly acceptable.
In contradistinction, Warhol was someone who unabashedly embraced window dressing
as a fully legitimate mode of artistic creation. He was hired by Gene Moore to work on displays
at Bonwit Teller. Warhol was also a close friend of De but was not initially close with Johns and
Rauschenberg who preferred to keep their distance. Warhol’s open glee in having combined
artistic and commercial success in his window display endeavors was not to Johns’s and
Rauschenberg’s liking. In the mid 1950s, Warhol was successfully working in a variety of
marketing areas including book cover designs for New Directions, shoe ads for I. Miller, and
creative assignments at Harper’s Bazaar. According to Moore, “he won awards for his work, for
his ‘commercial’ art, and he never pretended a difference[sic] between what he did to survive
54
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and what he called his art. To his credit, I think it was all the same to him. He was a very busy
young man.”56 Commercial display and illustration were paramount to Warhol’s development as
an artist. Through this type of work, Warhol later established a unique visual approach to his art,
where principles of advertising played a significant role. Although Warhol’s oeuvre is not central
to this thesis, his early commercial work serves as a counter example to Matson Jones. Warhol’s
window drawings of shoes, cats, and perfume bottles not only caught the attention of the art
world, but have been heralded in exhibitions, including most recently in the Whitney Museum of
American Art’s 2018 retrospective Andy Warhol–From A to B and Back Again.
The final and perhaps most important figure in compiling a record of Matson Jones is
Gene Moore, the man who hired Johns, Rauschenberg, Warhol, and many more emerging artists
throughout his long career. After moving to New York City from Nashville in 1935, Moore
worked various jobs while maintaining his personal art practice. He learned how to make display
props at the Bois Smith Display Company and began working as a display assistant for I. Miller
shoe store. The store had four locations that featured new window displays every week, and
Moore described the excitement of unveiling the new displays like an opening-night
performance. Over the next few years, Moore also worked on displays at Bergdorf Goodman,
Delman’s (Bergdorf’s shoe department), and Bonwit Teller. Moore described Surrealism as the
dominant style featured in windows at the time, recalling when Salvador Dalí was invited to
design the windows at Bonwit Teller in 1939.
Moore wished to continue incorporating more art into display windows. He wanted to
refresh the ways window dressing was conceived and wanted to do away with the “Victorian
mustiness” of department stores.57 In order to reach this goal, he knew he had to hire more
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artists, and furthermore, to immerse himself into the fashion world, staying up with the latest
trends. Moore also revolutionized display work by decluttering the window space and reducing
the amount of merchandise and number of mannequins in each window. By 1945, Moore was
appointed display director at Bonwit Teller. A few years later, Walter Hoving, head of the
Hoving Company which owned Bonwit Teller, bought the store’s neighboring establishment,
Tiffany & Co. Moore’s previous success in creative window displays at Bonwit Teller resulted in
Hoving hiring him, in full confidence, to head the Tiffany’s displays. In 1955 Moore was in
charge of sixteen out-facing windows at Bonwit Teller, interior displays for all seven floors at
Bonwit’s, and five exterior windows at Tiffany’s. According to current Tiffany & Co. Vice
President of Creative Visual Merchandising, Richard Moore’s (no relation to Gene Moore),
window displays were typically “formulaic, very simple and very straight forward across all
jewelry brands” before Gene Moore incorporated “wit and playfulness.”58
Moore brought a unique approach to display design. He understood that merchandising
displays played different roles at Bonwit Teller and at Tiffany’s. At Bonwit’s, buyers and heads
of departments would push for their pieces to be featured because the windows were seen as
direct sales opportunities. At Tiffany’s however, Moore noted that there was not the same
pressure to feature certain items. Rather than promoting the fast sale of clothing or shoes,
Tiffany’s display windows had a less transactional purpose. The jewelry displays were meant to
capture the public’s imagination and promote the expert craftmanship and legacy of the
company’s famous brand. To do so, Moore often harnessed the power of art. His themed displays
tried “to get at the meaning of the merchandise” and often used “a simple idea, a pose, a
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humorous situation… to make a suggestion, locate a point of view, but leave plenty of room for
the customer’s imagination.”59
The window designs at Tiffany’s were often fantastical, featuring visual puzzles that
invited passersby to pause and look hard–the ultimate goal for a window dresser. For one trompe
l’oeil, Moore hired painter William Harnett to mix Tiffany’s fine jewelry and watches with
various household objects, including a set of pliers, a hammer, and a cowbell. Moore adjusted
the lighting and made the shadows appear darker so that the viewer had to look closely to
identify which objects were the merchandise. During the hot summer months, Moore would
incorporate ice cream or images of cold refreshments into the windows to lure shoppers. At other
times, Moore would attempt to test the viewer: in a display featuring a field of old keys glued
onto a plate glass, all but one were pointing in the same direction. As customers entered the store
to note the error in the window, Moore would know his display was successful.
Upon reflecting on his decades-long career, Moore described his work as largely
dependent on artists. Having once been a painter himself, he understood the difficulties of being
a working artist in New York and liked to hire artists who shared a “burning desire” to showcase
their talents.60 Although details surrounding the contracts between the department stores and
artists remain unclear, Moore’s biography confirms that the artists he hired were involved in
creative discussions about how to incorporate their work into the window displays. When James
Rosenquist introduced himself as “a billboard painter” for example, Moore knew his works
would not fit in the limited space of the Tiffany’s windows.61 After conversing with Rosenquist
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and viewing photographs of his work, Moore said, “we decided on big heads of silent movie
stars.”62 Moore continued this routine of meeting with artists and investigating their work before
deciding on the direction for the displays.
According to Moore’s illustrated autobiography My Time at Tiffany’s, published in 1990,
Moore hired over 800 artists during his tenure, including Johns and Rauschenberg. He described
them as a “display house.”63 All Moore had to do was to tell the two artists what type of display
he wanted and they would return with completed works to be featured in the windows at Bonwit
Teller or Tiffany & Co. Moore did not know “which of them did what, they worked so closely
together.”64 Calvin Tomkins also notes that Moore found their working relationship to be “ideal”
and despite the fact that Johns and Rauschenberg took display jobs as necessary for money, they
“took it seriously and gave their best efforts to each job.”65 Thus, the display director felt
confidence in the two young artists and provided them with creative independence as they
worked.
Moore also credited artists who displayed their works. He noted that small “credit cards”
containing short descriptions of the works and artists names would be placed alongside the
display. An undated Bonwit Teller window display image features a mannequin wearing a
masked headpiece with large feathers.66 (figure 5). Along the bottom of the image, an example of
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one of Moore’s “credit cards” is visible, reading “Bird masks by William J.”67 Additionally,
when artists would allow for their paintings to be displayed alongside merchandise, Moore
provided a rental fee for the artwork.
Moore’s own work bridges the gap between commercial works and museums. In 1967
Walter Hoving’s son, Thomas Hoving, became Director at the Metropolitan Museum of Art. The
younger Hoving’s approach to modernizing the Museum was similar to Tiffany’s approach to
their displays. The “old square glass cases” were removed so that objects in the Museum made
visitors “feel they were holding them in their hands.”68 Around this time, Thomas Hoving invited
Moore to create an exhibition display for the Metropolitan’s Greek and Roman gold and silver
permanent collections. Moore was delighted that this display would last more than two weeks.
According to him, “Hoving selected the items to be used but gave me complete freedom in
designing the display.”69 Unfortunately, not everyone was pleased when Moore’s display
expertise entered the Museum space. As architects worked on drafts of the display structures,
other Metropolitan Museum officials did not agree with the plans and the new displays were
ultimately canceled. Moore’s appointment was clearly aimed at revamping the Met’s aginglooking exhibition galleries; the institution, however, was not quite ready yet to embrace this
challenge.
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Chapter 2

Matson Jones’s Intersections with Johns and Rauschenberg’s Studio Practice

In August 1956, Johns and Rauschenberg, working as Matson Jones, received their first
commission for Tiffany’s. As documented in Moore’s chronology, they created five plaster
niches. Matson Jones would go on and produce six more display projects for Tiffany’s windows,
working in a variety of media. They ended their working relationship with the store in September
1958. During Moore’s tenure at Tiffany’s, the windows were changed on a biweekly cadence.
From the Moore archives, it appears that all the windows were documented through photographs.
These monochrome images are now held by the Smithsonian National Museum of American
History (NMAH), where the Archives Center has digitized them.70 In 1997, Moore had originally
donated his collection of seventy-eight notebooks containing 8-inch by 10-inch photographs to
the Cooper Hewitt, Smithsonian Design Museum. In 2012, it was transferred to the (NMAH).
The photographs from 1955 to 1995 are available to the public online, offering a closer look at
previously unpublished works by Matson Jones. 71

Plaster-Cast Niches
From Moore’s account, the windows at Tiffany’s were about 36 inches high and 22
inches deep. The width of the windows was adjustable to best fit the composition of the displays,
but when necessary, the maximum width was 65 inches. Although the exact measurements of the
Matson Jones caves are unknown, the window measurements provide a general sense of their
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size. All five caves were made of plaster. Four of the caves had “embedded cast leaves” and
Moore described them as “a cave of ice, of solid stone, of black coal.”72 (figures 6 to 10)
In the first photograph of the series, a handwritten date of “8-30-56” is visible on the
outer white border, providing an exact date for when these works were on display. (figure 6)
Other handwritten elements include a possible serial or cataloguing number “1081A” next to the
photography studio’s name “Virginia Roehl.” A thin line creates an inner border to photograph,
demarcating what appears to be the window’s jamb. The photograph captures the details in the
window niche and the tight cropping makes only a small portion of the bottom sill visible. Inside
the window, a cavernous area features textured material appearing to be rocky terrain across the
composition. Matson Jones included four leaves of various sizes and species, which can be seen
throughout the petrous surface of the cave. The largest leaf in the middle of the composition,
highlighted by the window’s spotlighting, is similar to the shape of an oak leaf due to its
scalloped edges. Towards the bottom apex of the leaf, a small platform made of the same
weathered material as the rest of the cave holds a diamond ring. To the upper right, a brooch is
placed on another convex ridge of the cave. The cluster of jewels glistens with a heart-shaped
leaf in the background. Along the bottom right, a narrow leaf shape, similar to that of a bay leaf,
can be made out. An oblong leaf, possibly another bay leaf, can also be seen near the far left
edge. Near the bottom of the composition a small, plateaued mound holds a necklace with
multiple strands of jewels. The dramatic lighting of the Tiffany jewels results in pockets of deep
shadows throughout the cave setting.
The next photograph shows the ice cave, which also contains a textured surface but lacks
the large rocky bulges of the previous window. (figure 7) A thin division runs vertically along
the center of the composition. This linear gap is filled with pebble-sized objects, resembling a
72
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crevice where natural stressors cause cracks in glacier walls. A small jewel, possibly a brooch, is
seen hanging from the glacier’s façade in the upper left corner. The lower register of the image
contains two mounds, made of the same ice texture as the glacier walls, holding a pair of
earrings, a ring, and a continuous strand of diamonds, perhaps a necklace. Moore stated that he
preferred to feature sculptural elements rather than flat backdrops in the windows. He liked to
have the Tiffany’s merchandise interact with the display in some form. Emily Orr, curator of
modern and contemporary design at Cooper Hewitt, described this set of displays “as if
discovering diamonds in the rough.”73
Moore placed tableware and handbags within the remaining Matson Jones cave
structures. (figures 8 to 10). The additional three caves have similar platforms or nooks holding
cups, pitchers, wine glasses, and purses of varying sizes. They also feature cast leaves
throughout. Moore said he wished to “show people things they've looked at before but really
haven't seen–like dirt. Dirt can be beautiful."74
Plaster as a medium has been used for centuries, namely throughout the Renaissance,
Baroque and Neo-Classical epochs. The process of casting is typically inexpensive. The standard
practice involves mixing a pre-made plaster powder with water and then pouring that mixture
into a mold. Such molds can be created out of many materials including, wood, plastic, rubber,
or even plaster. After the plaster has set, the mold may be removed to reveal a replica of the
original. Given the unique shape of the Tiffany’s caves, it is unknown if Johns and Rauschenberg
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created a cast for each. It is possible that the artists made the cave forms freehandedly and only
used molds for certain elements, such as the leaves. A cast would have allowed the artists to
maintain small details, such as the leaves’ thin veins, in the final product.
Prior to collaborating on the Tiffany’s caves, Johns had worked with plaster for his two
pieces Target with Plaster Casts and Target with Four Faces. (figures 11 and 12) Both Target
works were completed in 1955 and feature encaustic paintings with top registers that contain
sculptural elements. The target became a frequent motif for Johns, appearing in drawings and
paintings for several years, but the plaster objects placed above the two early target works were
not repeated after 1955. Johns explored several meanings through the target symbol, including
the instrumentation of sight and the ambiguity between representational objects and abstract
forms. The shared use of plaster cast technique for his own studio practice and for his
collaboration on the Tiffany’s display windows is noteworthy: in both situations, it enabled the
artist to replicate objects and human parts, and at the same time, to index and fossilize these
things. Art historian Jonathan Katz found this to be evident in the Target works, where the body
is made into artifact.75 In the window displays, the foliage and its detailed anatomy are
represented through the same plaster process.
In Target with Plaster Casts, Johns treats the human body as a sort of specimen, placing
body parts into individual wooden niches with hinged doors, as though they were on display, or
available for sale, as in an apothecary window. Although rarely manipulated, or seen with the
miniature doors closed, the piece originally requested the viewer’s participation in revealing and
concealing the plaster works which include a foot, nose, face, hand, breast, ear, penis, heart, and
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lungs. By isolating these parts of the body from their “natural anatomical context,” Katz noted
that Johns had “queered” the body; it has now been left “hanging–framed, subsumed,
dominated.”76 Katz also posed the questions: “is the encaustic target painting more
representational than the body parts due to the inclusion of the thing itself (newsprint)? Or are
the body parts, as indexes of the real, thus more representational than the painting portion of the
work?”77 Although the Tiffany’s caves did not incorporate encaustic painting, in 1956, Johns
continued to explore the pool of semiotic possibilities inherent in plaster.
During this time, Johns incorporated casts of his friend France Stevenson’s face in Target
with Four Faces in yet another exploration of representation and concealment. The four plaster
heads appear to have been painted a solid tan color to match the wooden slots where they are
held. Portions of the faces are not visible: the artist cut off the eyes and forehead as well as the
chin, across all four faces. In doing so, the artists rendered them “fragmentary, genderless,
decorporealized—and unrecognizable.”78 Leo Steinberg saw this breaking up of the face not as a
violent act but noted that they were cut by the artist “merely to make them fit into their boxes;
and they were stacked on that upper shelf as a standard commodity.”79
The exploration of the plaster material is significant for Johns. In this case, the plastercast faces become void of their original anatomical associations and as Katz noted, was an
instance where Johns formed a connection between the sign system of the target and the
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fragments of the body. Having destroyed many early works in 1955, the Tiffany’s niches are a
rare example of Johns’s practice with plaster and were made at a crucial moment in his career.

Plaster-Cast Still Lifes
Matson Jones worked in plaster once again to create the November 1956 Tiffany’s
displays. According to Moore, a book on seventeenth-century still lifes inspired him to request
dimensional paintings. The artists recreated the still life paintings in three dimensions, making a
variety of props for the windows. The first photograph in the series notes the date of “11-9-56.”
(figure 13) Much of the middle ground and background areas of the composition are dark. Only a
reflection, or possibly a flash, creates a burst of light in the center of the image. Below it, three
round objects surrounded by jewelry, rest on an angled stand. The full pedestal is not visible, but
its sharp corners are accentuated by the dramatic lighting entering the composition from the left
side. Two of the round sculptures, which appear to all be pomegranate-like fruit, are cut open.
The interior seeds are exposed and the long strands of jewels lie obliquely, as if cascading out
from the fruit. Another circular cast sits at the bottom of the composition, but not in full view, as
the bottom portion is cut from off by the window’s edge.
The image appears to be a reproduction of Dutch Golden Age painter Adriaen Coorte’s
work Still Life with Three Medlars. (figure 14) The burst of light in the Tiffany’s window may be
modeled after the butterfly in Coorte’s painting, and the plaster objects are meant to represent
medlars–an apple-like fruit. Medlars are not native to the U.S. and were likely unavailable to the
artists in New York in the 1950s.80 Thus, there is a possibility that Matson Jones used
David Karp. “When ‘Fresh’ Isn’t a Selling Point,” The New York Times, November 3, 2004.
https://www.nytimes.com/2004/11/03/dining/when-fresh-isnt-a-selling-point.html, Accessed January 15, 2021.
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pomegranates instead for their molds. He/they may have found pomegranates to be good
substitutes for medlars as the two types of fruit share similar calyxes on their outer layers.
Details surrounding Coorte’s life are still relatively sparse. Exact dates of the artist’s life
and death are unclear, but it is known that he was actively painting and selling works in the
1690s. Coorte gained recognition in the 1950s when art historian Laurens Bol contributed an
entry on Coorte to the art journal Netherlands Yearbook of History of Art. Bol included an image
of Still Life with Three Medlars in his piece. 81 (figure 15) Coorte’s painting depicts a modest
image in comparison to other seventeenth century paintings. As scholar Hanneke Grootenboer
notes, the image is void of displaying an excess of “exotic food and expensive collector’s items,”
as was then customary.82 In the Tiffany’s windows, Matson Jones transformed the humble mood
of the Coorte painting by implanting shimmering jewels into the cast fruit. The interaction
between the luxury goods and the cast fruit is unexpected, fitting for the purpose of catching the
eyes of shoppers passing by.
Matson Jones created a similarly modest and uncluttered still life for the same set of
windows. The photograph depicts produce items resting inside a rectangular niche within the
Tiffany’s window. (figure 16) The photograph shows what appears to be a re-creation of Juan
Sánchez de Cotán’s Quince, Cabbage, and Cucumber made in 1602. (figure 17) Matson Jones
created a cantaloupe, cut open and with its inner seeds exposed, which sits in the middle of the
niche’s edge. A strand of large diamonds extends out from the center of the fruit and spills over
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the ledge. A slice of cantaloupe is placed to the right. The slice sits between a heart-shaped
diamond and a cucumber, which also protrudes out from the niche and towards the viewer. On
the left end of the composition, two objects hang delicately from long, parallel strings. From the
Sanchez de Cotán painting, we know that these are a quince fruit on the left and an upside-down
cabbage on the right. The strings holding the two objects in place are so thin that they are barely
visible to the viewer. The fruit and vegetable almost appear to defy gravity, hovering over a
glamorous brooch of clustered diamonds. Outside of the niche, a square precious stone on a thin
necklace also hangs from a small nail perforating the wall.
The hanging quince and cabbage are not the first time Rauschenberg experimented with
suspension in his works but are part of an investigation that began in 1952 and was extended into
the artist’s “Combines.” Prior to meeting Johns and beginning to work collaboratively as Matson
Jones, Rauschenberg traveled to Europe and Africa with Cy Twombly on a grant that Twombly
was awarded from the Virginia Museum of Fine Arts. The journey proved to be fruitful for the
two artists. For Twombly, experiencing the rich histories of Spain, Italy, Morocco became a
transformative moment in his career. Rauschenberg, although less motivated to sight-see, found
that photography allowed him to engage with the places they visited.83 During this time,
Rauschenberg also created small installations known as Feticci personali (personal fetishes),
with materials he collected, including stones, beads, bones, sticks, ropes, and animal fur. Inspired
by the rich history of the artifacts he experienced in North Africa and at a Roman ethnographic
museum, Rauschenberg looked for “primitive-looking objects” to incorporate into his Feticci
personali.84 These works were either destroyed or lost but are documented in photographs taken
Nicholas Cullinan. "Double Exposure: Robert Rauschenberg's and Cy Twombly's Roman Holiday.” The
Burlington Magazine 150, no. 1264 (2008), 463.
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by the artist when he displayed them in Rome’s Pincio Garden. (figure 18) The artist’s
photograph depicts how he incorporated his works into the Roman landscape of antiquities,
dangling from trees and statues. Untitled (Feticcio Personale, Rome) (figure 19) shows us one of
Rauschenberg’s hanging feticcio on a Roman bust. These hanging creations are among the first
known instances where Rauschenberg explored suspension.85 A thin cord rests over the statue’s
head, framing its face, and is tied at either end onto a horizontal bar, possibly a tree branch. The
thin branch appears to be whittled down and rests in front of the bust’s chin. Rauschenberg
fastened a bricolage of beads, sticks, and a tassel of dark hairlike strands to the horizontal
branch. The work reveals an early interest in quotidian objects that shared ritualistic qualities.86
When returning to the United States with a few objects from his collection, Rauschenberg
evoked his Native American ancestry by telling the customs agent the pieces were “ceremonial
objects made by American Indians” to avoid their further questioning.87
Rauschenberg incorporated found materials and the hanging of objects in the Feticcio
Personale might suggest the impact that this early ephemeral art installation had on Matson
Jones’s own Cotán-inspired window display. The artist continued to create hybrid works and in
1959, he made a “Combine” titled Canyon in which a taxidermied bald eagle was affixed to the
canvas, and a pillow, tied with a string, hung from the lower part of the canvas. (figure 20) The
work, which may refer to the Greek myth of Ganymede, is now part of The Museum of Modern
Art’s collection. The Museum notes that this piece is representative of the artist’s “radically
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experimental” nature, tying the origins of the work to Rauschenberg’s early influences, including
his travels with Twombly.88 Arguably Matson Jones’s hanging plaster objects also belong to this
creative lineage.
As previously mentioned, the initial hesitation that Johns and Rauschenberg felt towards
their commercial work has been documented, but rarely has serious consideration of the works
been given. In recent years, the art market has begun to embrace these works. The cantaloupe
and medlar casts from the still life set of Tiffany’s windows were sold by Swann Auction
Galleries in 2005. Interestingly, the Swann auction catalogue notes that, “The artists called
themselves Matson Jones Custom Display so that this work would not be confused with their art”
yet the same webpage advertises the pieces as “EARLY SCULPTURE BY JOHNS AND
RAUSCHENBERG” and “POP ART.”89 At some point between their creation and the 2005
auction, the works left behind their non-art status and became artworks for sale. This change
speaks to the shift in attitudes towards commercial art in contrast with works essentialized as art
per se. The art market preceded, by a few steps, academia and the art historical axiological
system which previously had not paid attention to these works. Moreover, the photograph
published by Swann may be the only image to show the paster works in color. (figure 21) The
two artists hand painted these pieces and decades later, the naturalistic application of color
appears well preserved.
Three additional Matson Jones recreations of seventeenth century still lifes are depicted
in the Tiffany’s images. (figures 22 to 24) The paintings represented in the window displays are
Hannah Kim, “Inside Out: Diving into Rauschenberg’s Canyon” The Museum of Modern Art, January 24,
2014. https://www.moma.org/explore/inside_out/2014/01/24/diving-into-rauschenbergs-canyon/
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Still Life with Lemons, Oranges and a Rose by Francisco de Zurbarán, Case of Flowers in a
Window Niche by Ambrosius Bosschaert, and what appears to be a close remake of Pieter
Claesz’s Still Life with Lemons and Olives. (figures 25 to 27) Photographs of these works share
the same “11-9-56” date notations and close observation shows how specific Matson Jones was
in replicating details from the original paintings. The visual attention is evidenced in the spiral
peel of a lemon in the Claesz-inspired window and in the rose’s delicate placement, pressed
against the cup in the painting by de Zurbarán. The same year that Matson Jones completed these
commercial works, Rauschenberg commented on the “Combines”–works he was creating
simultaneously–and remarked: “I consider the text of a newspaper, the detail of a photograph,
the stitch in a baseball, and the filament in a light bulb as fundamental to the painting as brush
stroke or enamel drip of paint. In the end, what one sees as my work is what I choose to make
with no guarantee of enlightenment, humor, beauty or art.”90 This statement underscores the
importance of attentiveness for the artist as he equates the effect of a brush stroke to the “stitch in
a baseball.”91 Rauschenberg was interested in almost any and all objects of his environs. This
engagement with objects and materials from everyday life is also present in the still life works
created by Matson Jones.
In January 1957, two months after the still life recreations were featured in the Tiffany’s
Windows, Johns’s painting Flag on Orange was displayed at Bonwit Teller as part of the annual
“Young American Artists Window Exhibit.” (figure 28) The painting appears to be mounted on a
wall, centered on display much like it would be in a gallery space. One mannequin appears in the
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window alongside the work; its position is slightly slanted to provide the window shopper a clear
view of both the clothing and the flag painting. Nearby, Rauschenberg’s early “Combine,”
Collection, was also on display. 92 (figure 29). This window features two mannequins that appear
to interact, gathering in front of the Rauschenberg work, possibly posed so as to contemplate the
art. The credit lines provided by Bonwit Teller identify the clothing designer, where to find the
clothing collection within the store, and a text mentions that Johns and Rauschenberg are
“talented artist[s] who [have] worked with us on window displays.”93 Despite the artists’
reservations around their commercial work, Bonwit Teller proudly presents their relationship to
the store. According to Moore, he sometimes requested “serious” artworks from artists he
employed, including Judith Brown, Carmen D’Avino, Bruno Romeda, and Jonah Kinigstein. “At
Bonwit’s, particularly during the late 1950s, I turned the windows into a modern art gallery,”
Moore noted, “with works by as many as ten artists displayed in the windows alongside
mannequins dressed in merchandise.” 94 The display director saw several benefits to this: artists
gained exposure, the windows were filled with art, and Moore adds, “the store achieved a
reputation for being avant-garde, for having truly modern taste.”95 This points to Bonwit Teller’s
interest in fostering interconnections between art and commerce. While Johns and
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Rauschenberg’s ambitions clearly lay beyond the department store windows, they still
participated in the annual exhibit, thus blurring the boundaries between the two genres of artistic
productions and suggesting that a clear-cut distinction between the two may be difficult to draw.
Throughout 1956 and 1957, Johns and Rauschenberg regularly shifted between
displaying their studio art works at Bonwit Teller and displaying Matson Jones commercial
works at both Bonwit Teller and Tiffany & Co. This pattern demonstrates that despite their
ambivalence toward window displays, these were not isolated periods of production for them,
nor were these works hermetically removed from their studio practices. In fact, the displays
provided them with fresh opportunities to investigate media in new ways and techniques such as
plaster cast, which would be incorporated into their art works. They were constantly influenced
by one another and undoubtedly, the Matson Jones years mark a significant learning experience
in their artistic development.

Cyanotypes
Some time before 1958, when the Matson Jones pseudonym was retired, he/they also
created four, twelve-foot-tall cyanotype works that served as window displays. The works are
untitled, but are sometimes informally known as Jasper Johns Blue Ceiling, due to some
handwritten elements on the reverse of one panel. Extensive research on these works has not
been published, resulting in many unanswered questions regarding their creation, dating, and use
as commercial displays. Collectively, the four panels depict an underwater scene in which male
figures appear to float, dive, and swim in a marine fauna made out of fish, lobsters, crabs, and
other ocean motifs. (figure 30) The trident held by a figure in two of the panels recalls
mythological references. The various positions of the figures are complex, showing limbs
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overlapping at times, yet the pieces all adhere to the flatness of the medium. These figures, and
precise details as seaweed-like strands and sea urchin spikes in these fourteen-foot-high works,
speak to the ambitious creative process shared by the artists during this time.
Until November 2020, when they were auctioned by Christie’s auction house, the four
blueprints were owned by Philip Williams, a vintage poster collector in New York.96 According
to Williams, he received the works from an assistant of Gene Moore in the mid-1970s. Williams
believes that Moore hung the four panels in Bonwit Teller’s windows sometime in the 1950s,
citing Moore’s autobiography.97
As previously noted, the informal title “Jasper Johns Blue Ceiling” refers to the written
elements found on the reverse of one panel, where handwritten elements describe window
numbers. These seem to have been a reference for the window dresser, indicating in which
window each panel was to be displayed. The panel with “Window 1” includes “Jasper Johns
Blue Ceiling” written in cursive handwriting. (figure 31) The markings appear to have been
made with pencil but do not resemble Rauschenberg’s distinctive handwriting. Additionally, the
two “J” letters do not resemble John’s handwriting. He typically signs his name with a cursive
“J,” creating a top loop in the letter. The phrase “Jasper Johns Blue Ceiling” is written in cursive
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as well, but does not appear to be Johns’s penmanship. Thus, it is likely that Johns and
Rauschenberg did not write this title.
Another example of these written elements is seen on one panel, where the word “top” is
distinguishable and next to it, the word “window” and number “5” are visible. (figure 32)
Despite fading, the words and numbers on all four panels are still distinguishable. The word
“top” appears once on each panel–an indicator for the direction in which each was meant to be
hung.
As noted, Matson Jones employed the cyanotype process to create the four separate
images. The method, in which sensitized paper is exposed with ultraviolet light to produce an
image, had been developed about a century prior. During the exposure process, material objects
placed on the paper surface prevent the ultraviolet light from reaching, and exposing, certain
parts of the paper. This results in a negative impression of those objects, which typically appear
in white. Once the exposure is finished, a short water bath or wash removes the remaining iron
compounds from the paper, resulting in blue-colored tones where the paper absorbed the light.
The image slowly darkens over time as it dries.
Of the known Matson Jones works, the four underwater pieces are the only cyanotypes.98
During a graduate seminar on Rauschenberg, taught by art history professor Michael Lobel,
students participated in a cyanotype workshop taught by Christina Freeman, artist, adjunct
professor, and technology coordinator in Hunter’s Department of Art and Art History.99 The
workshop was intended to help students develop a better understanding of how the works were
The Robert Rauschenberg Foundation holds a set of seventeen untitled and undated “study blueprints”.
These were created using the cyanotype method, and there is a possibility that they were made by
Rauschenberg, Johns, and/or Weil but none have been confirmed or officially attributed.
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made. While visually analyzing images of the Matson Jones cyanotypes, Freeman suggested that
the textured effect observed throughout the four panels (figure 33) may have been achieved by
folding or crumpling the paper. At her recommendation, experiments to recreate this effect were
conducted by myself and other students. The resulting images (figure 34) demonstrate that
exposing the paper while in a folded state results in a crinkled effect that is visually similar to the
Matson Jones works. It is likely that Johns and Rauschenberg used a variation of this method and
possibly held a longer exposure time to achieve greater contrast between the creased lines.
All four Matson Jones cyanotypes contain passages of this crinkled paper effect. When
viewed from a distance, the textured treatment of the paper resembles the rippling motions of
water. Similar textured effects can be found in Weil’s and Rauschenberg’s works as well. The
photographs taken by LIFE Magazine photographer Wallace Kirkland in 1951 show the Upper
West Side apartment that doubled as Weil and Rauschenberg’s studio space, where the young
couple worked making cyanotypes.100 Recently discovered photographic negatives from
Kirkland’s visit show one smaller-sized work in a corner of the apartment that contains similar
textured effects (figure 35).101 It is not known whether this piece was an experimental
exploration of the medium for Weil and Rauschenberg or if it was considered a finished work.
Nonetheless, the small work is evidence that Matson Jones’s commercial cyanotypes were reliant
in both technique and form on Rauschenberg’s and Weil’s earlier collaborations in this medium.
Although the Weil and Rauschenberg cyanotype from the 1951 photo-shoot shows the
textured effect across what appears to be the entire composition, the Matson Jones works include
“SPEAKING OF PICTURES . . . Blueprint Paper, Sun Lamp, a Nude Produce Some Vaporous Fantasies.”
Life 30, no. 15 (April 9, 1951): 22–24.
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this feature only in certain areas of the panels. For example, the crinkling technique is
concentrated in the central portion of one of the panels (figure 36), appearing below the figure’s
outstretched arms. This shows how complex Matson Jones’s use of this technique was: either
he/they kept crumpled paper during the exposure in order to produce the rippling effect, or the
artist(s) may have resorted to a double exposure, which resulted in creating certain parts of the
image at different times.
Additional Kirkland negatives indicate that Weil and Rauschenberg created large-scale
cyanotypes with live models.102 In one image, two large sheets have been laid out with a
hammock and model spread across both pieces of paper. (figure 37) Branches of foliage
surround the model, and Rauschenberg can be seen exposing the set scene, suggesting that this
image may have been created using a single exposure. Other photographs, however, demonstrate
that some blueprint works were likely made with multiple exposures. In another image, a midlength skirt is shown in the process of being exposed on a sheet of paper. (figure 38) In a later
image, a figure is seen wearing the skirt during a different exposure of the same sheet. (figure
39) This type of experimentation with multiple light exposures was most likely carried over into
the production of the works by Matson Jones.
It is not likely, however, that live models were used to create the figural elements in the
commercial cyanotypes. In contrast to the Weil and Rauschenberg works, it is likely that Matson
Jones created flat cutouts to use in the exposures. The poses of the figures are physically intricate
and would have been difficult for a person to hold for the time necessary to expose the sheets.
According to Weil, a large-scale cyanotype, such as Rauschenberg and Weil’s Female Figure,
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would require 20–30 minutes of exposure. (figure 1)103 The Matson Jones cyanotypes contain
more decorative elements that surround and interlock with each figure, indicating that each panel
took more than 20–30 minutes. One panel shows the figure reaching his left arm across the chest
to hold a trident, suggesting that if this were a real body, it would not have been lying flat against
the paper. (figure 40) In this case, it would have been extremely difficult to achieve the stark
outlines of the facial profile and both sides of the neck. Cutouts would have offered the artists the
flexibility to create intricate poses that were flush against the paper, ensuring that the final pieces
had sharp outlines, as is visually evident in these works. The visual effect of such distinct
outlines and contrast between the deep blues and white unexposed paper might also have proved
more appealing in a merchandising context like a department store display window.
Further visual analysis of the differences between cyanotypes created with threedimensional objects, as opposed to those made with flat objects, supports the notion that the
Matson Jones did not use live models during their exposure process. At a blueprints study day
organized in November 2019 by the Robert Rauschenberg Foundation and Hunter College,
Joshua Chuang, Senior Curator of Photography at the New York Public Library, made a number
of useful observations about a series of untitled cyanotypes that were most likely made in the
1950s by Rauschenberg, possibly working in collaboration with Johns.104 Chuang noticed that in
cyanotype SC193 (figure 41) the central shape, appearing to be an outline of a small perfume
bottle, is surrounded by forms that were possibly made with three-dimensional, rounded objects–
Susan Weil confirmed the exposure time for Rauschenberg and Weil’s Female Figure (1950) on November
22, 2019 during a Blueprints Study Day hosted by the Robert Rauschenberg Foundation. This timeframe is
also corroborated in LIFE magazine’s publication, “SPEAKING OF PICTURES . . . Blueprint Paper, Sun
Lamp, a Nude Produce Some Vaporous Fantasies.” Life 30, no. 15 (April 9, 1951): 22–24.
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feasibly stones or rocks.105 In the case where objects have curved edges, it is possible that the
light may spill over those edges, creating the light blue halo on the paper. This effect is observed
in the two arcing auras near the bottom right side of the perfume bottle shape. Chuang’s remarks
support the hypothesis that flat objects, such as cutouts, were used in the Matson Jones
cyanotypes, since there is no visual evidence of halo-like shading around the figures. Instead, in
one of the panels, the lines that define the figure’s head create sharp delineation between the blue
and white areas. (figure 42)
Similar observations have been made by independent researcher and greg.org blogger
Greg Allen. Allen has noted that although cutouts were likely used during the exposure of the
blueprint works, this does not mean the human body was not involved in the process. The figures
in the cyanotypes are life-sized, suggesting that the cutouts may have been derived from live
models. It may be that Matson Jones chose to create flat cutouts (likely in paper) of one of
his/their own bodies, and then those cutouts could have been used to create the blueprint
exposures. From close observations of the facial profiles found in the cyanotype panels, Allen
has commented on the resemblance of one of the figures to Jasper Johns.106 (figure 43) This
leads to the possibility that these works contain indirect impressions of Johns’s body: his arms,
legs, neck, and facial profile rendered into flat cutouts which, as noted, were then used to expose
the paper. Further research on the validity of this claim is necessary, but Allen’s theory that a
physical body was used to create some stage of these works is highly convincing.
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This practice of physical bodily imprinting is found in both Rauschenberg’s and Johns’s
later works, including Johns’s later imprints of his face in Study for Skin I. (figure 44) In this
drawing, Johns captured his body’s imprint. Study for Skin I was included in the National Gallery
of Art’s 2007 exhibition Jasper Johns: An Allegory of Painting, 1955-1965. According to curator
Jeffrey Weiss, Johns oiled his face and hands, rolled them against the paper, and then used
strokes of charcoal to reveal the imprinted image of his face and hands.107 Johns would go on to
create three more versions of Study for Skin, II through IV, which are now collectively known as
the Skin drawings.
The four blueprints also include signatures that are not found in other extant Matson
Jones works. (figure 45 to 47) The signatures are quite small, meaning that they would be
virtually unnoticeable when viewed from a distance. The signatures were not created via direct
penmanship. Instead, they were created using the same cyanotype process: letter-shapes were
placed on the paper and removed after the exposure, leaving the outline of the artists’ chosen
pseudonym. The letters used to create the signature appear uniform in shape across the panels,
meaning the same objects were likely reused. The letters also have serif detailing as evidenced in
the small downward projections of the horizontal line within the letter “T” and the slight swell at
the lower end of the “S” letters. In one panel, the letters appear spaced out, with no visible
overlap. (figure 45) In another panel, however, the letters are placed closer together where the
“s” and the “o” in Matson appear to overlap slightly. (figure 47) Multiple possible materials used
to create these signatures—ranging from pasta alphabet letters (of the type used in alphabet soup)
to the period cereal “Alpha-bits” have been investigated. The small size of such objects would
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allow for a variety of individual placements and would have been easy to remove from the paper
once the exposure was done. An additional test using pasta was conducted to attempt to recreate
the signature, but this did not prove to be an exact match. (figure 48) The technique Matson
Jones used to create the signatures remains uncertain.
For Johns, the Matson Jones signatures coincided with his use of lettering in his studio
work, variations of which began in the 1950s and extended into the late 1960s. Johns used
lettering in multiple pieces, sometimes superimposing individual letters onto one another, or at
times in discrete forms. Johns has famously stated his interest in “things the mind already
knows” in order to focus on the methods and materials of his art.108 Johns meant that he was
interested in working with familiar forms to direct the viewer’s attention towards the aesthetic
arrangement of his works. As Kirk Varnedoe notes, Johns, beginning in the 1950s, was drawn to
found images, including maps and stencils that “reduce the world’s variety to an apparently
objective, flattened form.”109 This interest in impersonal mark-making can be found in the
cyanotypes. By using mass produced lettering shapes to create the Matson Jones signatures,
Johns was repeating the practice of incorporating pre-designed forms into his works.
In 1970, MoMA organized a major survey of Johns’s lithographs, which included the
work Alphabets from 1962. (figure 49) Johns used small, stenciled letters in this print, some of
which are clear while others are blurred or obscured by black marks. The catalogue for the
exhibition highlights the importance of this work by stating, “Progression of small forms, bearers
of the kind of aesthetic information that Johns presents, began with the alphabet sequences.
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According to Johns, even the numbers with all their permutations developed from an alphabetical
table that he saw quite early in his artistic career.”110 As conventional symbols that were
recognizable to the eye, alphabetical forms were appealing to Johns. Given that this interest in
standardized lettering emerged as Johns was working on Matson Jones displays, it is not
surprising that the blueprint signatures also presented fixed-order letters. The addition of the
miniature Matson Jones signatures on the cyanotypes may have been a type of early
experimentation for Johns, aligning with his interest in creating images with readymade objects.
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Chapter 3

Breaking the Boundaries between High and Low

Through a constant artistic dialogue, Johns, Rauschenberg, and Matson Jones embody the
symbiosis between the high and low/popular realms as defined by Varnedoe and Gopnik.
Although the authors acknowledged that neither the High and Low exhibition nor the related
catalogue were comprehensive of all interactions between the two realms, it remains unclear why
they omitted the work by Matson Jones. Varnedoe and Gopnik were aware of (at least)
Rauschenberg’s work on window displays as they noted in the chapter on graffiti:
“Rauschenberg designed midtown store windows for a living while he scavenged downtown
streets for the elements of his art.”111 In the following pages, I analyze the ways their argument
would have benefitted from an exploration of Matson Jones’s work. Before doing so, I explore
the formalist writing of Clement Greenberg, a major proponent of the division between high and
low, or as he saw, between the avant-garde and kitsch. Understanding his critical modernist
stance provides the context necessary to understand why scholars, like Varnedoe, Gopnik,
Joachim Pissarro, David Carrier, and myself, have all revisited and challenged his argument in
different ways.
As Pissarro and Carrier note in Aesthetics of the Margins/ The Margins of Aesthetics:
Wild Art Explained, Greenberg saw absolutely no redeeming quality in kitsch, which he saw as
“not only low” but also “bad (for one’s mental and moral health).” As he stated, “High art is
good. Kitsch designated what art out not to be.”112 Greenberg originally made this assessment of
good and bad taste in his seminal 1939 essay “Avant-Garde and Kitsch.” Here, he recognized
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aesthetic validity in non-objective or abstract art because it was not only self-critical but also
focused on the character of art itself. He argued that the “excitement” of this type of art “seems
to lie most of all in its pure preoccupation with the invention and arrangement of spaces,
surfaces, shapes, colors, etc., to the exclusion of whatever is not necessarily implicated in these
factors.”113 On the other hand, kitsch was “destined for those who, insensible to the values of
genuine culture, are hungry nevertheless for the diversion that only culture of some sort can
provide.”114 In Greenberg’s opinion, kitsch took shape in “popular, commercial art and
literature” that was simultaneously “mechanical and operate[d] by formulas…vicarious
experience and faked sensations…change[d] according to style, but remain[ed] always the
same.”115
Greenberg continued to defend his stance in his essay Modernist Painting, published in
1960. He considered Immanuel Kant the first great modernist thinker for his use of “logic to
establish the limits of logic.”116 Greenberg wrote that that modern art’s goal of self-criticism
stemmed from Enlightenment thinking, but rather than criticizing from the outside, art was
critical from inside itself. He adds:
And it has taken the accumulation, over decades, of a good
deal of personal painting to reveal the general self-critical
tendency of Modernist painting. No artist was, or yet is,
aware of it, not could any artist ever work freely in
awareness of it. To this extent–and it is a great extent–art
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gets carried on under Modernism in much the same way as
before.117
Greenberg saw modern art’s development as following a continuous string of logic, but over the
years it has become clear that such a simple Manichean opposition is not possible.118
In High and Low, Varnedoe and Gopnik argued that the dividing line between high
spheres of modern art and low/popular culture had been fairly porous throughout the twentieth
century. Most often, however, they mainly focus on how modern painters and sculptors
incorporated parts of urban culture into their works and not the other way around. Art critic
Roberta Smith noted, “the promised circularity of exchange between art and popular culture is
shown to go only one way: from low to high.”119 A few of the key moments where the authors
engage the ways in which high achievement permeated popular culture are through examples of
works by Winsor McCay and George Herriman in the chapter on comics. This thread, however,
is not carried throughout the whole book. Varnedoe and Gopnik’s inconsistency is highlighted in
the study of seven Rauschenberg works and seven Johns works, at the complete exclusion of
Matson Jones.
Varnedoe and Gopnik describe Johns’s use of a 1958 Alley Oop comic strip by V.T.
Hamilton in his work of the same title. (figure 50) Johns pasted Hamilton’s comic to his canvas
and layered small brushstrokes on top of the strip to reduce the recognizability of the caricature’s
characters. His use of Alley Oop, an example of “found, timeless, low formats,” is characterized
as “secondhand imagery [that] could nonetheless still play for art a role like that of the inherited
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formats of still-life painting.”120 Ironically, the authors ignored the connection between Johns’s
Alley Oop painting and the ways Matson Jones borrowed actual still-life formats for his/their
1956 plaster still-life displays for Tiffany’s. As previously discussed, Matson Jones carefully
recreated compositions by seventeenth-century masters. By exploring the full scope of this
artistic interchange, the authors would have found that Alley Oop was not “an anomaly in
[Johns’s] art,” but rather an avenue to let “his centered esthetic sense respond to the given
patterns, allowing himself to be re-created through the process,” as Richard Schiff has opined.121
Johns and Matson Jones freely observed pre-configured images, such as the comic strip and the
still life paintings before adapting their formal qualities into their works. Johns added small,
painterly brushstrokes over the comic image in Alley Oop while Matson Jones reproduced the
still life layouts in the third dimension for Tiffany’s windows.
In Modern Art in the Common Culture, Thomas Crow observed that the artistic avantgarde of the 1950s, including Johns and Rauschenberg, “discovered, renewed, or re-invented
itself by identifying with marginal, ‘non-artistic’ forms of expressivity and display…”122 Crow
also found that Johns’s interest in the “mute simplicity of…numbers, flags, maps, and diagrams”
and his “mantra-like repetition” made him a leading figure in the development of Pop Art.123
Likewise, Roberta Bernstein argued that one of the most fascinating aspects of Johns’s oeuvre
was “the range of art that inspires and influences him…His creative process may be triggered not
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only by masterpieces, or by the minor works of famous artists, but by lesser-known images
including illustrations, children’s art, and crafts.”124
Similarly, Rauschenberg’s attentiveness to media from everyday life influenced Pop
Art’s vocabulary but led to an initial misunderstanding of his work. Rauschenberg’s “vulgarity
and facile taste,” as Brian O’Doherty described, meant that his practice was likened to that of
window dressers by art critics. 125 O’Doherty found that Rauschenberg “level[ed] hierarchies by
bringing in worthless chunks of the secular world–rocks, twigs, junk, objects of nostalgia–and
[gave] them equal importance to the dress or object they surround.”126 Rauschenberg bridged the
gap between window display assemblages and his “Combines,” which contained elements of
both painting and sculpture. Furthermore, in On the Museum’s Ruins, Douglas Crimp added that
Rauschenberg’s work undermined the “ordered discourse” of museums by “giv[ing] way to a
frank confiscation, quotation, excerptation, accumulation, and repetition of already existing
images,” thus attempting to rid the work of authenticity and originality.127 The peripatetic
qualities of Johns and Rauschenberg’s individual works reveal a strong connection to Matson
Jones, who continuously featured diverse materials and common objects in his/their work.
Two Rauschenberg “Combines,” Factum I and Factum II further exemplify this link to
Matson Jones displays. (figures 51 and 52) The two works are a “complex meditation on the
relation of variety to sameness,” according to Varnedoe and Gopnik.128 These works are nearly
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identical, featuring same-sized rectangular canvases with twin images of President Dwight D.
Eisenhower, photographs of trees, twelve-month calendars, and painted brush marks throughout
the composition. The obvious intentionality of the matching brushstrokes is an “element in the
play between singularity and replication, in a way that calls into question matters of ‘accident’
and spontaneity in art.”129 The Matson Jones cyanotypes also engage with simultaneous
indications of replication and uniqueness. He/they signed all four panels “Matson Jones”
utilizing the same mass-produced letters each time. Yet, upon close observation, the hand of the
artist(s) is evidenced in the different placements of the signatures throughout the four panels and
in the mis-matched spacing between letters. Here, an attempt to create the exact same signature
across the blueprints presents a tension between replication and spontaneity as present in Factum
I and Factum II.
Secondly, Matson Jones recreated traditional still-life paintings and, in the process, also
translated the images into three-dimensional sculptures. In the reproduction of Adriaen Coorte’s
Still Life with Three Medlars, Juan Sánchez de Cotán’s Quince, Cabbage, and Cucumber,
Francisco de Zurbarán’s Still Life with Lemons, Oranges and a Rose, and Case of Flowers in a
Window Niche by Ambrosius Bosschaert, Matson Jones followed the original artists’
compositions. However, in the fifth display of this series, he/they implemented a slightly varied
interpretation of Pieter Claesz’s Still Life with Lemons and Olives. In the Claesz painting, the
peeled lemon resting on a silver platter appears on the left side of the composition while the
overturned glass spills to the right. In the Matson Jones image, these two elements have been
inverted. Through this subtle change, the work establishes that “inspiration can be planned and
fairly replicated. But they also make evident the leeway that exists, for variation and change,
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within the acceptance of strictly similar formats,” as Varnedoe and Gopnik find Factum I and
Factum II.130 This analogy, which I find works in the same way with the work of Matson Jones,
is too compelling to be ignored.
So far, I have established a few ways in which Matson Jones contributes to the argument
presented in High and Low. The window display works illustrate how advertising and art were
not on two parallel paths in the twentieth century, but in fact, intermingled in unexpected ways.
However, to rest the argument here would be to perform another disservice to Matson Jones.
Therefore, I contend that these works also defy the categorization presented by Varnedoe and
Gopnik.
While the authors claimed to challenge pre-existing categories of high and low/popular
art by showcasing the fluidity, interplay, and contradictions between them, they fell short of
calling for their dismissal from our art historical lexicon. In referring to graffiti, comics,
caricature, and advertising, they wrote:
We call all these areas of representation "low," not to
denigrate them out of hand (on the contrary, we hope to
show that within their realm artists can be found who made
work of originality and intensity) but to recognize that they
have traditionally been considered irrelevant to, or outside,
any consideration of achievement in the fine arts of our
time.131
The notion that high-achieving artworks “can be found” within the popular realms suggests one
must dig through history to extract those specific instances that showcase how it is possible to
cross over from one group to the other. Michele H. Bogart presented a similar criticism by
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writing, “Varnedoe and Gopnik's interest in promoting certain ‘worthy’ individuals only serves
to mystify the relationships between high and low.”132 Ultimately, the authors attempt to
challenge the boundaries of modern art but fall short in addressing the critical contributions of
Matson Jones and in truly calling for an end to the established, monological idea of the
modernism.

In his 2006 book Cézanne/Pissarro, Johns/Rauschenberg: Comparative Studies on
Intersubjectivity in Modern Art, Pissarro revisits Greenberg’s historicist view and challenges the
idea that Modernism is a product of a lineage of artists, developing in an orderly way and
contributing to this chain of self-criticism. While Varnedoe and Gopnik criticized Greenberg’s
fear of “contamination” between modern art and popular culture as reductive to the “complex
dialogue” between them, Pissarro takes the argument a step further.133 Pissarro claims that
Greenberg’s idea of a “chain of crests” or “long, smooth, uninterrupted continuum” of Modern
Art is brought to complete demise by Johns and Rauschenberg.134 He proposes that through their
intersubjectivity, Johns and Rauschenberg highlight the importance of artistic dialogues. The
Modernist tradition had historically ignored this type of artistic engagement and instead
overemphasized individual achievement.
By studying the interchanges between these artists, Pissarro suggests that their “works of
art…regain a different status, manifested by their capacity to function according to their own
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rules, and their capacity and need to open themselves to others.”135 Through their daily
conversations in the 1950s and their engagement of everyday life in their art, Johns and
Rauschenberg embodied this notion of intersubjectivity. They opened their artistic practice to
one another, providing each other with criticism and creative encouragement. During the roughly
three-year period that Matson Jones produced window displays, Johns and Rauschenberg
inserted a bit of chaos into the intersubjective model: they united under one identity. They
created a third artist by the name of Matson Jones, who was outwardly presented as a singular
person to the wandering eyes of shoppers at Tiffany’s or Bonwit Teller. In reality, of course, the
artistic dialogue and deep connection between Johns and Rauschenberg continued in private.
Through this third entity named Matson Jones, Johns and Rauschenberg pushed the notion of
intersubjectivity into a new realm, in which suddenly 1+1=3.
Thus, I assert that the rich exchanges between the two artists were not siloed to their
studio practices but also affected their commercial works. The Matson Jones displays include
elements of their individual studio practices, like plaster casting or the capturing of the human
form through the cyanotype process. I find a clear steadiness between what we consider great art
by Johns and Rauschenberg and the art created by Matson Jones.
Recent scholarship helps support this idea. Art historian Vanessa Troiano draws a
connection between Rauschenberg’s and Weil’s cyanotypes and Rauschenberg’s White Paintings
(1951). (figure 53) In both instances, “light is a material that pervades” the work. 136 Moreover,
Troiano finds that during Josef Albers’s Materie course at Black Mountain College, he used
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“photograms in his instruction of the Bauhaus Vorkurs.”137 Albers shared a cyanotype by his
former student, Charlotte Voepel-Neujahr, with the students at Black Mountain as a technical
example of the relationship between objects and light. He also shared some of his own
experiments with light and material as evident in his 1921 construction Scherbenbilder, which
features shards of colored glass and other found objects.
Weil and Rauschenberg were deeply influenced by the lessons they learned at Black
Mountain. For example, the 1951 LIFE magazine photographs by Wallace Kirkland show us that
Weil and Rauschenberg experimented with “materials with different degrees of transparency, in
addition to varying the intensity of the light source as well as the frequency of exposure.”138
Kirkland’s photographs–specifically the ones that show a skirt placed on the blueprint paper and
later, a human body on the same piece–depict how Weil and Rauschenberg would sometimes
double-expose their cyanotypes. I find that this practice was likely repeated in the Matson Jones
blueprints.
Furthermore, in the same way the blueprint paper was sensitive to light, White Painting
could subtly shift as light and shadows moved around them. In 1999, Rauschenberg said in an
interview that he called White Painting clocks because “if one were sensitive enough that…you
could read it, that you would know how many people were in the room, what time it was, and
what the weather was like outside.”139 At Black Mountain, Albers insisted “upon art as an
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experience and not merely an object to be made.”140 This idea carried into both Rauschenberg’s
and Johns’s later oeuvres and also into the Matson Jones works. The cyanotype panels used light
to directly transfer objects and the human form onto their surface. In White Painting, light played
a similar role to allow for shadows and objects to be cast onto them.141 Receptivity of light is of
upmost importance in both works. Through this linkage, is it not possible to consider the group
of works by Matson Jones as low, popular, outsider, commercial, or any of the other multifarious
ways of describing art that is deemed other.
Johns’s Target paintings with plaster casts, Alley Oop, Skin drawings, and his Alphabets
lithograph have not only been recognized in museum exhibitions but have received significant
scholarly attention as unique moments in Johns’s career development. Similarly, Rauschenberg’s
White Painting, photographs, and “Combines” are central to his distinction as one of the most
innovative American artists. Rauschenberg’s first museum exhibition experience was through his
and Weil’s Female Figure cyanotype, eliciting a direct connection with the Matson Jones
blueprints. In fact, I have found that all the previously mentioned Johns and Rauschenberg works
share aspects with Matson Jones’s practice. As two of the most studied and heralded artists of the
twentieth century, it is significant that up until now a focused study on the relationships between
Johns, Rauschenberg, and Matson Jones had not been completed. The consequences of my
research are yet to be determined, but I can only hope to see Matson Jones presented on the crisp,
white walls of an institutional exhibition–a place his/their art has deserved to be for a long time.
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Conclusion

While the Matson Jones window displays made between 1955 and 1958 have been
historically overlooked, this study shows that the works are technically complex and worthy of
scholarly attention. Previously, Matson Jones had not been centrally featured in an art historical
paper due to ambivalent sentiments on behalf of Johns and Rauschenberg. In the decades
following 1958, when the Matson Jones name was retired, Johns and Rauschenberg gained
worldwide recognition for their individual practices and have become key members of the art
historical canon. Throughout the progression of their careers, the two artists also developed a
feeling of acceptance towards their work as Matson Jones. This is evidenced in the 2005 Swann
Galleries auction of plaster fruit casts, which were sold with the certificate of authenticity from
the Robert Rauschenberg Foundation. In November 2020, the cyanotype blueprints were made
available for auction by Christie’s. The initial hesitancy from both the artists and the broader art
world has been overcome.
Recently digitized access to Gene Moore’s archival collection has also made photographs
of a wide selection of Tiffany & Co. displays available for study. The accessibility of these
images has greatly benefitted my critical exploration of Matson Jones. Through cross-referencing
existing literature surrounding Johns’s and Rauschenberg’s early careers, anecdotes from friends
of the artists, and Moore’s autobiography, I have built a timeline to map the formation of Matson
Jones, a previously unrecorded history. Rauschenberg was the first of the two artists to enter the
commercial field, working initially in collaboration with Susan Weil, and continuing to produce
window displays alone between 1952 and 1954. Upon his invitation to have Johns join him, and
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possibly with the influence of entrepreneur and close confidant, Emile De Antonio, the
pseudonym Matson Jones was established in 1955.
As Matson Jones, the artists created several display works for Tiffany’s, including pieces
that featured plaster and acrylic paint as their primary medium. They also experimented with
suspension and camera-less photography. The four undated, large cyanotype blueprints were
possibly used at Bergdorf Goodman or Bonwit Teller. As Gene Moore and Rachel Rosenthal
recalled, the two artists collaborated very closely throughout their time as Matson Jones. Moore
also noted that he did not know which artist produced what part of the displays. Johns and
Rauschenberg more formally incorporated the singular identity of Matson Jones into the
blueprint panels, signing each one with this name.
As the Tiffany & Co. plaster caves and still life works demonstrate, Johns and
Rauschenberg approached their commercial display jobs with techniques from their personal
studio practices. They infused their window displays with the artistic methodologies that they
were employing in works such as Johns’s Target with Plaster Casts and Target with Four Faces,
Rauschenberg’s Feticci personali and Canyon Combine. These connections, however, had not
need previously explored and were omitted by Kirk Varnedoe and Adam Gopnik. While
Varnedoe and Gopnik explored the ways in which Johns and Rauschenberg each infused their
works with elements from popular culture, they did not explore Matson Jones’s commercial
displays, despite a chapter dedicated to advertising.
This thesis fills this gap by describing the interconnections between Matson Jones and
works featured in High & Low, including Johns’s Alley Oop and Rauschenberg’s Factum I and
Factum II. In my analysis of Varnedoe’s and Gopnik’s overarching approach to the massive
topic of modern art and popular culture, I find that they ultimately fall into pre-established
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structures of art historical categorization. They criticize and expand Clement Greenberg’s harsh
boundaries as presented primarily in his essays “Avant-Garde and Kitsch” and “Modernist
Painting.” However, I note that instead of picking certain individuals that have perforated the
high/low schema, we should focus on calling for an end to the system that set these strict
boundaries.
I argue that Matson Jones breaks the division between art and advertising through the
intersubjective nature of his/their creation. Johns and Rauschenberg were already in an intensely
fruitful relationship, both as lovers and as collaborators. This exchange of ideas did not stop
when the two formed Matson Jones. Therefore, my study is complimentary to the published
work of art historians, including Richard Meyer, Tom Folland, Jonathan Weinberg, and Jonathan
Katz. I find that the singular identity of Matson Jones allowed Johns and Rauschenberg to work
together in an unprecedented way. Previously, as Joachim Pissarro highlights in his book
Cézanne/Pissarro, Johns/Rauschenberg: Comparative Studies on Intersubjectivity in Modern
Art, the story of modernism consisted of one long sequence of individuals that didn’t allow for
artists to “think in community with others.”142 Matson Jones, an outwardly appearing
individualistic practice, extends Pissarro’s intersubjective methodology through the daily
engagement and collaboration between Johns and Rauschenberg. Their simultaneous
participation drove the production of the window displays.
Lastly, I extend Vanessa Troiano’s important connection between Rauschenberg’s White
Painting and Rauschenberg’s and Weil’s early cyanotypes, to the blueprints made by Matson
Jones. Incorporating lessons on photography and materiality from Josef Albers’s courses at
Black Mountain College, the early work of Rauschenberg, Weil, Johns, and Matson Jones were
142
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rooted in an exploration of light. In the cyanotypes, they all experimented with creating positive
and negative forms and at times, experimented with double exposures. Likewise, in White
Painting, Rauschenberg investigated they ways in which his canvas could become a light
receptor, but with an added a layer of transitory image-making.

Further investigation of Matson Jones will likely result in discoveries of previously
unrecorded works. Most often, works were destroyed after being used in window displays, but
records show that, for a variety of reasons, Moore, his assistants, or artists would sometimes
keep certain works. Additionally, scholarship on Matson Jones’s work performed for Bergdorf
Goodman may reveal new display pieces. Although their archives are unavailable for public
research, it is my hope one day they will become accessible. I believe much more is left to be
uncovered around Matson Jones and the interchanges between Johns’s and Rauschenberg’s early
studio practices.
Interestingly, in our current isolation due to the COVID-19 pandemic, art galleries have
found new ways to display art. With their doors closed for most of the past year, Christopher
Turner writes for Apollo that some gallery spaces have “been reduced to mere facades and closed
thresholds” that showcase works only through their windows.143 It appears that the window
display format continues to permeate the art world despite the downward trend of department
stores in recent years. I expect volumes to be written in the future on Matson Jones and the
continued interactions between art and advertising.
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Illustrations

Figure 1: Robert Rauschenberg and Susan Weil Female Figure, 1950, cyanotype
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Figure 2: Robert Rauschenberg, Untitled (Interior of an Old Carriage), 1949, gelatin-silver print
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Figure 3: Robert Rauschenberg, Untitled (Cy on Bench), 1951, gelatin-silver print
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Figure 4: Matson Jones, Cover of What’s New medical journal, 1957, Photograph by Bob Cato
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Figure 5: Bonwit Teller Window Display, photograph by Nick Malan, after 1947, bird masks
likely by William J. Cunningham.
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Figure 6: Tiffany & Co. Window Display, Matson Jones, 1956, plaster, photograph by Virginia
Roehl Studio.
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Figure 7: Tiffany & Co. Window Display, Matson Jones, 1956, plaster, photograph by Virginia
Roehl Studio.
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Figure 8: Tiffany & Co. Window Display, Matson Jones, 1956, plaster, photograph by Virginia
Roehl Studio.
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Figure 9: Tiffany & Co. Window Display, Matson Jones, 1956, plaster, photograph by Virginia
Roehl Studio.
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Figure 10: Tiffany & Co. Window Display, Matson Jones, 1956, plaster, photograph by Virginia
Roehl Studio.
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Figure 11: Jasper Johns, Target with Plaster Casts, 1955, encaustic and collage on canvas with
objects.
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Figure 12: Jasper Johns, Target with Four Faces, 1955, encaustic on newspaper and cloth over
canvas surmounted by four tinted-plaster faces in wood box with hinged front.
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Figure 13: Tiffany & Co. Window Display, Matson Jones, 1956, plaster, photograph by Virginia
Roehl Studio.
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Figure 14: Adriaen Coorte, Three Medlars with a Butterfly, c. 1705, oil on paper on panel.
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Figure 15: Adriaen Coorte, Three Medlars with a Butterfly, c. 1705, oil on paper on panel,
reproduction featured in Netherlands Yearbook of History of Art, published 1952.
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Figure 16: Tiffany & Co. Window Display, Matson Jones, 1956, plaster, photograph by Virginia
Roehl Studio.
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Figure 17: Juan Sánchez Cotán, Quince, Cabbage, and Cucumber, 1602, oil on canvas.
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Figure 18: Robert Rauschenberg, Untitled (Nine Feticci Personali, Rome), 1953, gelatin silver
print.
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Figure 19: Robert Rauschenberg, Untitled (Feticcio Personale, Rome), 1953, gelatin silver print.
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Figure 20: Robert Rauschenberg, Canyon, 1959, Oil, pencil, paper, metal, photograph, fabric,
wood, canvas, buttons, mirror, taxidermied eagle, cardboard, pillow, paint tube and other
materials.
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Figure 21: Matson Jones (Robert Rauschenberg and Jasper Johns), 1956, plaster and acrylic
paint.
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Figure 22: Tiffany & Co. Window Display, Matson Jones, 1956, plaster and acrylic paint,
photograph by Virginia Roehl Studio.
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Figure 23: Tiffany & Co. Window Display, Matson Jones, 1956, plaster and acrylic paint,
photograph by Virginia Roehl Studio.
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Figure 24: Tiffany & Co. Window Display, Matson Jones, 1956, plaster and acrylic paint,
photograph by Virginia Roehl Studio.
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Figure 25: Francisco de Zurbarán, Still Life with Lemons, Oranges and a Rose, 1633, oil on
canvas.
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Figure 26: Ambrosius Bosschaert, Case of Flowers in a Window Niche, 1618– 1620, oil on
canvas
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Figure 27: Pieter Claesz’s Still Life with Lemons and Olives, 1629, oil on panel.
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Figure 28: Bonwit Teller Window Display, Jasper Johns, Flag on Orange, 1957, photograph by
Virginia Roehl Studio.
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Figure 29: Bonwit Teller Window Display, Robert Rauschenberg, Collection, 1957, photograph
by Virginia Roehl Studio.
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Figure 30: Matson Jones, Untitled, c. 1955, cyanotype, in four parts.
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Figure 31: “Jasper Johns Blue Ceiling” verso of Matson Jones Blueprints (detail, one panel),
Matson Jones, c. 1955, cyanotype.
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Figure 32: “Top— Window 5” verso of Matson Jones Blueprints (detail, one panel), Matson
Jones, c. 1955, cyanotype.
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Figure 33: Example of textured effect, Matson Jones Blueprints, (detail, one panel), Matson
Jones, c. 1955, cyanotype.
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Figure 34: Test blueprint, October 2019.
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Figure 35: Example of work with textured effect in Rauschenberg and Weil’s studio, Wallace
Kirkland, 1951, photograph.
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Figure 36: Matson Jones Blueprints (one panel), Matson Jones, c. 1955, cyanotype.
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Figure 37: Robert Rauschenberg creating blueprint, Wallace Kirkland, 1951, photograph.
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Figure 38: Blueprint in process in Weil and Rauschenberg’s apartment, Wallace Kirkland, 1951,
photograph.
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Figure 39: Figure laying on Weil and Rauschenberg blueprint, Wallace Kirkland, 1951,
photograph.
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Figure 40: Matson Jones Blueprints (one panel), Matson Jones, c.1955, cyanotype.
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Figure 41: SC193 (Study blueprint), undated, cyanotype.
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Figure 42: Matson Jones Blueprints (detail, one panel), Matson Jones, c. 1955, cyanotype.
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Figure 43: Greg Allen comparison of Jasper Johns profile alongside detail of Matson Jones
Blueprint (one panel), Matson Jones, c. 1955, cyanotype.
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Figure 44: Jasper Johns, Study for “Skin” I, 1962, Charcoal on drafting paper.
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Figure 45: Matson Jones Blueprints (detail, one panel), Matson Jones, c. 1955, cyanotype.
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Figure 46: Matson Jones Blueprints (detail, one panel), Matson Jones, c. 1955, cyanotype.
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Figure 47: Matson Jones Blueprints (detail, one panel), Matson Jones, c. 1955, cyanotype.
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Figure 48:
November

Test blueprint,
2019.
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Figure 49: Jasper Johns, Alphabets, 1962, lithograph.
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Figure 50: Jasper Johns, Alley Oop, 1958, oil and collage on cardboard.
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Figure 51: Robert Rauschenberg, Factum I, 1957, oil, ink, pencil, crayon, paper, fabric,
newspaper, printed reproductions, and printed paper on canvas.
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Figure 52: Robert Rauschenberg, Factum II, 1957, ink, pencil, crayon, paper, fabric, newspaper,
printed reproductions, and printed paper on canvas.
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Figure 53: Robert Rauschenberg, White Painting [three panel], 1951, latex paint on canvas.
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